Dodge 6.7 fuel filter

Type: 6. The use of the appropriate Mopar 6. The Cummins 6. This Cummins 6. The Mopar
suggested fuel filter change interval is 15, miles. Having a spare set of these two fuel filters on
hand will keep your Ram truck running and avoid a costly tow expense. Purchasing two sets of
these filters at one provides a great way to save money! Engine Part Promotions Free Shipping.
Filter Promotions Free Shipping. Fuel Systems Promotions Free Shipping. Light Systems
Manufacturers Baja Designs. Light Systems Promotions Free Shipping. Steering Promotions
Free Shipping. Add to Cart. Overview Specs Reviews. This Dodge Ram Cummins 6. Mopar to
Dodge Ram Cummins 6. Engine : 6. Why do you recommend purchasing a second set of diesel
fuel filters? We at KLM Performance strongly recommend having a second set of filters onboard
your truck at all times. When you obtain a bad load of diesel fuel, you will be stuck. Please note
that when adding a second set up 6. You may also like. Join our list, get first dibs. Sign up to
our email list and we will give you first notice of all sales! Cummins and Chrysler began
applying this high-performance filter to all new engines and trucks effective January All owners
of â€” Dodge Ram trucks with a 6. To minimize the waste stream associated with fuel filter
changes, only the internal filter cartridge and canister O-ring kit part FS must be changed
during service - the tough composite filter canister plus the water-in-fuel WIF sensor and the
filter drain valve can be reused over and over. Be sure to thoroughly lubricate and use the new
O-ring that comes with each filter kit. Your Cart. Dodge Ram Part Number: FS Fleetguard. Add to
Wish List Compare this Product. More from this brand Quickview. Fleetguard LF Oil Filter. Tags:
fleetguard , fs , fuel , filter , upgrade , dodge , 6. Bosch recommends it, your Common Rail fuel
system demands it. The Micro-Kleen System delivers and now we've made it even better! Does
your Dodge Ram have over 80k and have a hard start? The Bladerunner intercoolers utilize a 3"
bar and plate design that outperf.. Dodge 6. LF Oil FilterMost filters look the same on the
outside. It's what's inside that counts. This solution is a low cost high-flow filter. You sim.. Much
larger, almost twice as tall! Does not.. Recommended if you have a modified or dual cp3 setup.
This is Full Send Diesel's This Kit includes everything you need to plumb you fuel syste..
Cummins 12 valve and 24 valve lift pump block off plate. Covers the hole on 12 Valves that
would normally have a lift pump bolted into it. Use the right tool and reuse your Cummins
crossover tubes when changing to.. We search the diesel forums looking for problems t..
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search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
There are Verified Purchase. One under the hood and one under the bed of the truck. In
addition, the filter is not OEM. It did not come sealed in shrink wrap, does not have Mopar or
Fleetguard markings, and the inner membrane is not green. The rear filter came sealed and
appears OEM but likely just removed from the box that the other filter arrived in see same
photo. I have asked to return for a refund but let's see how that goes. I am hopeful that this was
a "mistake" and they will make it right. I will update later. Kim on September 23, Images in this
review. My filters were delivered today. Due to the mixed reviews, I was a little hesitant. I can
say, definitively, that both are genuine Mopar parts. Photos are attached. Obviously, the
cannister filter is Mopar. As you can see the other filter is marked with the Cummins logo and
contains the green filter media. Good stuff, will order again. Update: I installed the filters today
my first time. Granted, I watched a few youtube videos prior to my attempt. This is not
necessary. I didn't spill a single drop in the driveway when draining the front filter and very little
few drops when doing the rear. The front filter was on very tight for me. If you have the
extensions and universal joint ot will make it much easier. Be sure and lube engine oil all
o-rings before reinstall. My rear filter was on pretty tight as well. I couldn't get it off with my
man-hands. Make sure you have the plier-type filter wrench available to help you. On my first
time filter swap both filters it took me about 1 hour to replace them both. I would recommend
replacing the front filter first, then prime the system and start the truck. After that move on to
the rear filter, prime and start. This is stated in the included directions. Your trucks fuel pump
will take care of that. Again, the are OEM mine were at least. Save yourself hundreds of dollars
by doing it yourself. Rear spin on filter was a factory Mopar Filter. The cartridge filter was a
knockoff. Rear spin on filter did not come in a box. Engine mounted cartridge filter was in the
rear filters box placed in an open end bag. Factory filters are shrinkwrapped plastic, and after
further inspection no factory Mopar numbers anywhere on filter. By thomas e. I was a little
worried about some I bought this for my Cummins and it was a perfect match. I was a little
worried about some other people saying that the cartridge filter was not mopar but it is. By us3
on January 6, Price was good and they reference what appears to be all the right MOPAR part
numbers, but when it arrived the fuel filter was not in a box and had no identifiable markings on
it to verify it was even the correct part. After looking online it looks much more like a Fleetguard
or some other brand rather than the correct brand that you would find on Geno's Garage. The
water separator filter also arrived with a dent on it. After initial receipt of the materials I'm
greatly disappointed and am seeing all of the negatives that were mentioned in the 1 star
reviews. Worked as expected. Have driven 1, miles after the filter change with zero issues. I
would definitely do this process again. You save a ton of money versus having the dealer do it,
and the price I paid for the set of two filters one for under the hood, one goes under the bed of
the truck was fantastic. I did make a bit of a mess the first time around as I didn't know all of the
different places that fuel would hide while I was removing the filters As others have mentioned,
the filters are on super-tight from the factory. If they're properly torqued down they won't be as
hard to remove the next time. Also remember to lubricate the gasket o-ring prior to replacing the
filter to ensure a tight seal as well as making the filter easier to remove the next time. The final
trick is that you might have to reset the fuel filter counter if you have one several times before it
"takes. I was quoted several hundred dollars to have both fuel filters replaced at the dealer. Did
it myself for much less. Genuine factory original parts in original Mopar boxes. Includes the
front AND the rear. Easy to install, and saves you a TON of money buying them this way. The
front goes inside the canister on the drivers-side of the engine and includes a replacement
gasket for the canister lid. The rear goes under the bed above the rear drive shaft, and includes
the gasket for the filter and for the WIF Water In Fuel sensor. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. I believe Amazon said these didn't fit my Ram Pages with related products. Se
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